CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — One of the strongest earthquakes to hit Egypt in modern times toppled buildings and cast a suburb of Heliopolis late Monday, killing 370; injures thousands.

Many victims were trampled to death, including more than 100 schoolchildren in the Cairo area, said Maj. Gen. Rida Abd-al-Aziz, an assistant interior minister. They were killed as they rushed from swaying schools.

Rescuers surged into the night to dig survivors from debris.

Authorities declared a state of emergency in this city of 14 million people.

The quake was centered about 20 miles southwest of Cairo, a few miles from the pyramids and the Sphinx on the Giza Plateau. But Information Minister Safwat el-Sherif said major monuments survived intact from the 20-second temblor.

The quake was preceded by a roar.

"At first I thought it was a bomb in the bank," said Samy Mohammed Ali, a lawyer. "Then I saw people running, and it realized I was an earthquake." People thronged Cairo's streets after the quake. Many seemed dazed.

One woman stood on a sidewalk screaming. A knot of people sat in a downtown square, tears streaking down their cheeks.

One or not a Catholic should say they gave up their babies because they don't have enough money to raise them. The Church needs to take the lead on finding social issues to see why abortions take place." McInerny said he disagreed with Whitmore's statement that fewer abortions would take place if women were adequately prepared to support a child. "It is not sufficient," he said, "to say lack of money gives the mother a right to destroy her child."

Because both Democrat Bill Clinton and independent Ross Perot are avowed pro-choice candidates, McInerny said he cannot support them and will support President Bush despite his view that Bush "may have been disappointing in other ar-

In the spotlight

Students line up in Sluggan Center Saturday in hopes of being cast as extras in the movie "Rudy" which will be filmed on the Notre Dame campus this fall.

Telecommunications updates Senate on progress of new phone system

By KENYA JOHNSON

Collins, a representative of University Telecommunications, updated Student Senate last night on the progression of the new telecommunications system to be installed throughout Notre Dame.

Collins informed the group that when students return from Christmas break, the new system will be intact. The biggest change will be cross campus dialing, according to Collins.

"Notre Dame students and all non-residential numbers will all be on the same system," explained Collins. "All parties will be on a five-digit plan."

The prefixes will change from 239 and 283 to ND1(631) and ND4(634) in late December. Student to student calling will require a 4 before the normal four-digit extension. In student to non-residential calling, the four-digit extension must precede 1, according to Collins.

"This plan makes the phone system larger and we'll eventually be able to add other features," said Collins. These new amenities will include voice mail, waiting and conferencing calling.

"Every student will still have the base phone system," said Student Body President Greg Butrus. "The extra features are chosen people have to add onto their own phone."

There will be intercepts with the new phone numbers informing callers that the previous number is not in service and referring them to the new number. The telecommunications committee is also working hard to keep the same last four-digits of student's numbers after the change, said Collins.

In other business, Molly O'Neill, student body vice president, introduced a Senate resolution which recognized Anthony Earley, chair of student affairs for the past 10 years.

"We would like to give recognition and deep appreciation to Tony Earley for his outstanding achievement and service to under graduates at Notre Dame," said O'Neill.
INSIDE COLUMN

Major isn’t the joke it’s made out to be

How’s that one awful T-shirt thing that don’t make sense at Notre Dame?* Number 9. Receiving credit for American Studies classes.

American Studies has been the butt of many jokes. I remember when I was partying with a group of friends—at that time I was doubting in American Studies and photography—I had a photo project due the next day and one of my concerned peers kindly asked how my work was going. American Studies in photography. I told him yes, at least for that week.

His response: “What is American Studies filled?”

Yeah, he felt pretty dumb, when he found out I was AMST too, but it was all in fun. I laughed and he was really offended. But I often wonder why it is that American Studies is seen as such a joke by students.

When I first arrived at Notre Dame, I was Science Pre-Professional. (That, of course, had nothing to do with my future influence of Dr. Mom.)

About a three months later, I was Arts and Letters Pre-Professional. With the wrath of Xaviere and Dr. Howard, and the possibility of encountering J.P., the Pre-Professional part was dropped altogether.

After playing around with all the “Archos” for a week, and a photographer the next, I finally decided to pick a major that I would actually stick with; the winner, American Studies.

Truthfully when I first heard of it, I had no idea what American Studies was (and my parents sure wanted to know). But as I explored the possibilities of writing and journalism, I found American Studies to be the best and only way to go.

Aspiring journalist are taken under the wings of Powers, Collins, and Schmuhl with such classes as Reporting the News, Politics, Policy and the Media and Writing for Publication. We gain the journalism experience and knowledge we needed to successfully move forth in the profession.

If we chose not to be a journalist, we have the privilege of raising our consciousness with the help of courses such as Confronting Homophobia, the Black and White and Creating Ethnicity cover controversial issues in American Society.

I do not think many understand the complexity of being an American Studies major. Not only may we take AMST classes, but we must also choose to concentrate in two of the three following areas: history, government or literature.

The classes are indeed credible. We labor over perfecting our articles, and absorb a massive amount of reading about the American people.

Eventually we will be the people working on your newspapers, magazines, television shows. We will be the ones leading others in the classrooms and laboratories.

I am an American Studies major and I have no qualms in telling people so. I know where I am going with my life and American Studies is my way of getting there.

The classes in the Inside Column are those of the author and not necessarily those of
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MARKET UPDATE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VOLUME IN SHARES</th>
<th>126,400</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UP</td>
<td>1,098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOWN</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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NASA begins search for space aliens

GOLDSTONE, Calif. — The biggest search for aliens in space began Monday as NASA celebrated Columbus Day by turning on giant radio telescope "ears" in California and Puerto Rico. "Like a fisherman, we have cast our net into the cosmic ocean," NASA scientist Sam Gullik says. "I cannot help feeling the net will not be empty once we have finished." Hundreds of NASA employees and guests waveled under a hot desert sun as the big dish-shaped antenna slowly swiveled skyward and, at noon, started listening for radio signals from any alien civilizations in the constellations Ophiuchus. At the same time, an even larger antenna in Puerto Rico zeroed in on a star named GL615A, located in the same region about 410 trillion miles from Earth. The space agency's 10-year project, budgeted at $100 million but facing cuts, seeks to answer a profound question: Are humans alone in the universe?

WORLD

Somalis lack access to clean water

MOGADISHU, Somalia — Thousands of Somalis already weakened by hunger are dying from contaminated water from rivers and ponds because wells have been extensively damaged, experts said Monday. The engineers participated in a recent two-week survey of water sources in famine-stricken areas in Somalia, the first survey of its kind since drought and warfare began killing thousands of people in this Horn of African nation. More than 100,000 people already have died in the famine, and diarrhea caused by polluted water has caused or hastened many deaths. "Here, the whole place from a water point of view is a disaster," said Paul Sherlock, a water engineer for the British relief agency Oxfam.

ON THIS DAY IN HISTORY

[ ] In 1775: The United States Navy was born as the Continental Congress ordered construction of a fleet.
[ ] In 1792: The cornerstone of the executive mansion, the White House, was laid in the District of Columbia.
[ ] In 1943: Italy declared war on Germany, its one-time Axis partner.
[ ] In 1982: The International Olympic Committee announced it would restore the two gold medals taken from Jim Thorpe after he admitted having been paid to play baseball.
[ ] In 1967: Costa Rican President Oscar Arias was named winner of the Nobel Peace Prize.
Wandycz: East Europe troubles not as serious as they seem

By ROB ADAMS
News Writer

Most people consider East Central Europe to be a trouble­some, difficult-to-understand, unsettled area... as if East Cen­tral Europe has a monopoly on problems...when this is obvi­ously not the case, according to Piotr Wandycz, a professor of history at Yale University.

"I'm going to approach this...from a specific angle; the sit­uation in East Central Europe in 1918, as compared to its situ­ation in 1989-the two times the region has been free," he said in a lecture yesterday titled, "East Central Europe in International Politics.

Wandycz focused on the po­litical and economic situations in Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary, attempting to explore why one German analyst was in Poland, Czechoslovakia, and political and economic situations are true today.

Natural minorities, and coun­tries emerging for the first time were the reasons that Wandycz cited for the eventual demise of those three states in the "Wilsonian Era." Wandycz stated that the three states have a chance of surviving their present situation because, "they are moving into a politically and strategi­cally better situation."

Wandycz said he does worry about their present economic situation, however, claiming that in 1918, Eastern Europe was worse economically than Western Europe, but presently, "Market-friendly Eastern Europe is struggling to catch up with cap­italistic Western Europe.

The present-day situation has less ethnic problems than in 1918, with the exception of Yugoslavia," Wandycz said, but "the Boleslans had not ex­perienced ethnic problems in 1,000 years—who could have predicted that they would have some now?"

Although Wandycz holds that Western Europe and the U S have not handled the present-day Boleslian situation very well, he stated some will still say that he is, "painting too rosy a picture." To them he states, "The journalists covering the Boleslian situation have probably never opened a his­tory book."

University's academic mission discussed

By GERALDINE HAMILTON
News Writer

The second session of a sym­posium yesterday titled "Storm Over the University" discussed the university's academic mis­sion in the Liberal Arts.

Francis Oakley spoke about the merits of research univer­sit­ies in a speech titled "Teaching and Research: The Matter of Perspective," during the first half of the session.

Oakley, president and professor of history and government, related three objections to research universities and then proceeded to refute each of these.

The first objection was that the academic research en­deavor is fruitless. Oakley's re­sponse to this was that although there are many pub­lications by members of the faculty that simply disappear, there is no point in the future when these publica­tions may be the seeds of creativity.

The second objection was that there is a marked deterioration in University standards from those of the past, said Oakley.

Oakley refuted this objection by stating that there have been many changes in the university structure from those of the past.

"The critics are hard pressed to document any systematic de­terioration," said Oakley. "The summary of teaching today is that it has not slipped in quality, but there is ample room for improvement.

The third objection was that the academy over-emphasizes research and undervalues teaching.

As a response to this objec­tion Oakley presented the re­sults of a study done by the Carnegie Institute in 1969 which stated 50 percent of fac­ulty at leading universities put teaching as their first priority and that those faculty members which are more active in re­search are more likely to be in­volved with the research body.

John Searle, the second speaker at the session dis­cussed the debate over the cur­riculum in the humanities which contains underlying as­sumptions by the two opposing sides, the traditionalists and the challengers.

The traditionalists believe that the university is an intel­lectual community, not a com­munity.

Their argument has won sup­port from the federal govern­ment which has cut spending on graduate education, he said.

Zoilowski questioned, "If the policies of the Administration have to scientific and philosophical research, what's the point of having students?"

"Undergraduate education clearly deserves our attention but presently, our graduate schools are not harming our under­graduate education system. There should be no necessary relation between teaching and research."

The final challenge facing undergraduate education is pressure from graduate schools by the left wing move­ment toward political correct­ness. "No student should feel inclined to afe his research due to political correctness," said Zoilowski.
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Only $7
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LaFortune Student Center
239-5140
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Sat 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
We Will Be Open During Fall Break

Do You Have Swimmer's Hair?
Has Your Hair Lost its Shine Due to Hairspray Build-Up?

Stop in for a
Malibu 2000 Treatment
And wash all the Build-up Away
Only $7

Serving the UW Madison community for over 30 years
American wins Nobel medicine prize

STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) — Two Americans shared the Nobel Prize in medicine yesterday for discovering a basic process in human cells that is linked to cancer and rejection of transplanted organs.

Dr. Frank T. Macfarlane, 74, and Edmond Fischer, 72, who have dual Swiss-American nationality, were awarded the biggest Nobel prize for their research on "reversible protein phosphorylation." It is one of the most important chemical reactions by which cells are turned on and off," Fischer told The Associated Press in an interview from his home in Switzerland. "Thousands of reactions in the cell can be regulated. It's involved in every aspect of cell growth, proliferation, differentiation."

Krebs and Fischer, who are senior researchers at the University of Washington, began working together in the 1950s. They discovered an important class of enzymes called protein kinases that regulate reactions on essential biological functions inside the cell through activation of other enzymes called phosphatases, which deactivate the work of the kinases.

Krebs and Fischer said the process can be regulated and that it gives both sides a chance to discuss the issues.

The closed meeting, scheduled for Oct. 29, is one of the forums on the topic of "The Election from a College View." The last forum is scheduled for Nov. 12 on Economics in the Election.
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ELECTION BRIEFS

Specialists analyze debate

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush is left with a daunting task and a terrible choice for the next two presidential debates. To change the dynamics of a campaign almost beyond reach, he must consider taking on the role of the underdog that he has thus far eschewed.

In the first debate, Bush spoke of his experience in foreign affairs and tried to assure voters that his domestic policy, too, was the safest and best approach for the future.

He only gently went after Democrat Bill Clinton on his Vietnam War resistance, and said hardly an ill word toward Ross Perot.

Clinton: ‘We held our own’ (AP) — Bill Clinton, leading in the polls and brimming with confidence, said Monday, “We held our own.” In the first of three presidential debates, President Bush said, “I think I did okay,” but some aides said he had missed chances to confront his challenger vigorously.

On the morning after Great Debate I, the Bush and Clinton camps agreed that Ross Perot had helped Mr. Bush. Still, the polls indicated the 90-minute confrontation had done little to alter the trend in the race for the White House.

No change was good news for Clinton, bidding to become the first Democrat in the White House in a dozen years.

The Arkansan governor was all smiles in South Philadelphia as he sounded his persistent call for economic change. “In the last four years, there has been a decline...in the whole United States of America, a decline of 35,000 jobs” in private industry, he said.

He passed the word through aides that he was ready to jettison his top economic advisers in a second term.

Spotlight now on VP candidates

ATLANTA (AP) — The presidential campaign spotlight now shifts to Dan Quayle, Al Gore and James Stockdale as the three running mates square off for their only debate.

For Quayle, the showdown Tuesday night in Atlanta could be especially critical. Not only is Perot in dire need of a campaign lift, but, if the Bush-Quayle ticket loses in November, this may be the vice president’s last showcase opportunity for a long while to bolster his chances for a run at the top job in 1996.

Gore, too, could have more than just top-of-the-ticket interests at stake, since he also is a regarded a presidential prospect. But the debate outcome—barring an utterly disastrous showing—likely won’t change the race for president ahead in the polls, but for one trouncing by more than 10 points. And it did nothing to change the dynamics of the campaign.

“I guess I’d say the president went to bat in the World Series and never took the bat off his shoulder,” lamented one Bush campaign worker, who spoke on the condition of anonymity.

Instant polling suggested the Bush message, although positive, had less effect on the voters than the presentations by his rivals.

Must consider underdog role

ROSS PEROT — Even as he launched his three-week campaign in St. Louis, Perot helped himself, according to a panel of debate coaches who judged the match with a professional eye and rated President Bush as the least effective competitor. Panelist Melissa Wade, director of forensics at Emory University in Atlanta, thought Bush had engaged in unnecessary “sloppanering.” There was no gotcha moment, the judges said, no line that would rally voters forever — or even tomorrow.

Concluded the Associated Press panel of college and high school debate judges called if a Clinton win, one a Perot win, one a Clinton-Perot tie.

Perot gaining support

DALLAS — Ross Perot met with his advertising strategists Monday as his phone banks reported calls coming in at the highest volume since he stopped active campaigning in July. As he has since formally entering the race Oct. 1, Perot stayed away from the campaign trail to work on TV commercials and the next debate. He spent part of the day in a Dallas studio filming a second half-hour program, spokeswoman Sharon Holman said. Four independent polls showed the Dallas billionaire gained in popularity from Sunday’s debate. But the polls gave mixed signals about Perot’s ability to win.

Candidates to visit Indiana

INDIANAPOLIS — Democratic vice presidential nominee Al Gore will visit Indianapolis Thursday to give a boost to his party’s effort to carry Indiana. The same day, Marilyn Quayle, wife of Vice President Dan Quayle, will tour the state on behalf of the Republican ticket. Mrs. Quayle plans to stop at a school in New Albany, hold a media availability in Terre Haute, talk to a legal society at the University of Notre Dame and attend a fund-raiser for Republican women legislative candidates in Indianapolis.

High stakes for Bush

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush is left with a daunting task and a terrible choice for the next two presidential debates. To change the dynamics of a campaign almost beyond reach, he must consider taking on the role of the underdog that he has thus far eschewed.

In the first debate, Bush spoke of his experience in foreign affairs and tried to assure voters that his domestic policy, too, was the safest and best approach for the future.

He only gently went after Democrat Bill Clinton on his Vietnam War resistance, and said hardly an ill word toward Ross Perot.

It would have been a good performance for an incumbent president ahead in the polls, but not for one trouncing by more than 10 points. And it did nothing to change the dynamics of the campaign.

“I guess I’d say the president went to bat in the World Series and never took the bat off his shoulder,” lamented one Bush campaign worker, who spoke on the condition of anonymity.

Instant polling suggested the Bush message, although positive, had less effect on the voters than the presentations by his rivals.

Candidate’s ‘We held our own’

(AP) — Bill Clinton, leading in the polls and brimming with confidence, said Monday, “We held our own.” In the first of three presidential debates, President Bush said, “I think I did okay,” but some aides said he had missed chances to confront his challenger vigorously.

On the morning after Great Debate I, the Bush and Clinton camps agreed that Ross Perot had helped Mr. Bush. Still, the polls indicated the 90-minute confrontation had done little to alter the trend in the race for the White House.

No change was good news for Clinton, bidding to become the first Democrat in the White House in a dozen years.

The Arkansan governor was all smiles in South Philadelphia as he sounded his persistent call for economic change. “In the last four years, there has been a decline...in the whole United States of America, a decline of 35,000 jobs” in private industry, he said.

He passed the word through aides that he was ready to jettison his top economic advisers in a second term.

Student Home Watch

Because Criminals Don't Go On Fall Break

When you go on break, criminals go to work. They know that when students living off-campus leave town, they leave behind vacant homes or apartments containing stereos, T.V.’s, computers, etc.

Through "Student Home Watch," a program designed by the South Bend Police, students can call the police before leaving town and request that their residence be checked periodically.

To participate, call 235-9201 and tell the Police Operator you would like a "Student Home Watch.

(Only one request per residence and the home must be unoccupied during the requested time.)

Call 235-9201

Don't forget to: Stop your mail while you are gone: stop newspaper delivery: put lights on timers: notify landlord: lock all doors and windows
The Notre Dame MBA Program today

By Larry Ballinger

The Notre Dame MBA Program matriculated its first Class in 1967. This was a time when the business world was in need of managers who had the ability to organize, plan and direct the activities of business. While the supply of MBAs has increased over the years, the same need for quality managers still exists.

Notre Dame currently offers two "tracks" leading to the MBA degree. One two year program is designed for students with undergraduate degrees in areas other than business, and a three semester program which is designed for students with business degrees. We combine a course of study that is general in nature with an opportunity for students to specialize in their second year.

From the beginning, two principles have guided the development of the Notre Dame MBA: business ethics and the global nature of business.

In addition, a required course in international business, international perspectives are discussed in most of the functional areas. The MBA student at Notre Dame also has an opportunity to study abroad in one of several programs in London, England, Innsbruck, Austria, and Singapore. In the Fall of 1993, selected students are also expanding their experience and education in internships in the Netherlands and Japan, and soon London and Brussels.

Long before Harvard dealt seriously with the issues of ethical business and business, Notre Dame embraced the topic as a cornerstone. We provide our students with an understanding of the consequences of the decisions in which they participate or make.

Many of our faculty deal with ethical issues that surface in such areas as accounting, finance, marketing, and communication. All students are enrolled in the course of Business Ethics. Business ethics examines many of the ethical issues managers will face. New courses in ethics are now in development and will be offered in marketing and finance in the Spring of 1993.

Although not required like Boston College or other schools, the Notre Dame MBA program greatly encourages involvement in community service. For more than 20 years, our students have participated in activities such as Urban Plunge, Christmas in April, Jude's Achievement, Big Brothers/Sisters, and The South Bend Center for the Homeless, among others.

In all, Notre Dame offers a very special experience to students - a true academic challenge in an environment that offers future business leaders more than the technical managerial skills. Notre Dame offers an MBA program for men and women who want to make a difference in the world as they succeed in business.

Larry Ballinger is director of the Notre Dame MBA Program for the College of Business Administration.

GM walks fine line in satisfying Wall Street

DETROIT (AP) - General Motors Corp. is walking a fine line between keeping Wall Street sure of its restructuring plan and placating the United Auto Workers union. The GM avoidance of any explicitly devastating UAW strike in Anderson, Ind., is the latest example of the dilemma. A strike there could have shut down all of the leading automaker's North American plants at a cost estimated at $300 million a day, or about $1.2 billion over the last year.

The talks opened Saturday in another bid to break a logjam in the labor dispute and to keep subsidies at a level unacceptable to the U.S. government.

Workers want to cut supports to guarantee free trade in farming goods across the globe. In 1994, the 12-nation EC paid out $83.6 billion in farm support, compared to $34.7 billion in the United States.

It also opposes EC plans to replace current subsidies withfixed income payments worth 5 percent of the EC's 10 million farmers.

The meetings are then opened for investment proposals. The club members actually decide which proposal to buy and when to do it, according to Indelicato. Investment Club members meet weekly to discuss the news and the movement of the stocks in a particular industry. The club offers a number of industry tips and investment technology (Apple), utilities (ATK), consumer cyclical (Time-Warner and HBO), and financial (American Express), according to Indelicato.

Indelicato is hopeful that the club will receive another fund before the new year to invest. The new fund would be used by both the club and members. The club is also looking to buy some global securities on the "Tokyo or London exchanges," Indelicato said. If obtained, the new fund would be managed separately from the existing fund.

The Investment Club buys and sells stocks on a Prudential Currie broker in South Bend. The club is comprised of 30 general members. "Yet, the club is open to all majors, not just business majors. If they want to get involved," Indelicato added.

U.S., EC negotiators seek world trade deal

BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) - American and European officials sought Tuesday for a second time to end a longstanding stalemate in world trade talks.

The talks opened Tuesday in another bid to break a logjam in the labor dispute and to keep subsidies at a level unacceptable to the U.S. government.

"We should not submit ourselves to the hazards of an election campaign," Foreign French Minister Roland Dumas said late Sunday. "We do not want a cognitive trade but this cannot be at the cost of our vital interests."

"Dumas' remarks held the veto threat, as EC nations can reject Compromises on grounds of damage to their interest," France, the EC's biggest agricultural nation, has been under pressure from its farming lobby to keep subsidies at a level unacceptable to the U.S. farmbill.

Washington wants to cut supports to guarantee free trade in farming goods across the globe. In 1994, the 12-nation EC paid out $83.6 billion in farm support, compared to $34.7 billion in the United States.

It also opposes EC plans to replace current subsidies with fixed income payments worth 5 percent of the EC's 10 million farmers.
Dear Editor:
I am trying to reach the Notre Dame community with this commentary through The Observer, because another publication has reached the normative level of our community, the damage to a person’s reputation is enormous, and it would take weeks to rectify the situation on the pages of that publication.

In the September 1992 issue of a campus magazine called Dialogue, the editors single out my colleague, Suzanne Marilley, who could not care less about the Notre Dame undergraduates.”

The award seems to be fashioned after the “Golden Fleece” award that politician Mike Hobbes uses to pillory grant recipients to help get a person some publicity. The target is excellent in any era of doublespeak called “dialogue!”

Suzanne Marilley cares deeply about Notre Dame undergraduates, and has evidenced this in countless ways during her years at Notre Dame... To publicly ridicule a person on the basis of allegations concerning one class is irresponsible and shameful practice.

David C. Leeg Department of Government Oct. 8, 1992

Professor did not deserve ‘shameful’ ridicule

Dear Editor:
In the September 1992 issue of the campus magazine Dialogue, the editors viciously attacked my friend and colleague Suzanne Marilley as one who “could not care less about the Notre Dame undergraduates.” They do this by picking her out for their satirical monthly award, and on the basis of allegations concerning tardiness of paper grading in one class.

Suzanne Marilley cares deeply about Notre Dame undergraduates, and has evidenced this in countless ways during her years at Notre Dame... To publicly ridicule a person on the basis of allegations concerning one class is an irresponsible and shameful practice.

Teaching is a complex process, and its evaluation involves a variety of components. To take one set of anecdotes and characterize not only a professor’s teaching but their motives, is inexcusable.

Our public space is narrowed when it is filled with speech that is mean spirited, narrow, and based on unjust evaluations.

Havish said that, there is no presumption that there is any remedy for the problem, except to hope that an appropriate sense of shame would come upon those who, like the editors of Dialogue in this instance, have made the problem worse.

John Roos
Department of Government

Faculty is entitled to normal life outside of classroom too

Dear Editor:
In regard to Dialogue’s recent Malloy award, students expect to have a life outside my classroom, to be treated decently if ill at ease, job interviews, or represent the University in intercollegiate competition interfere with optimal or complete punctual performance.

Faculties expect to have a life outside the classroom, to be treated decently if ill or irresponsible professional activity requires modification of normal pedagogical procedures. Sound fair so far?

Ed Manier
Philosophy Professor
Oct. 8, 1992

Students, graduate or undergraduate, who think the quality of their undergraduate education requires that, as a group, they must be given first priority in the activities of every one of their professors, have taken their eyes off the target.

The target is excellent instruction and fair evaluation. Are we having fun yet?

GARRY TRUDEAU

QUOTE OF THE DAY

‘Laws are like sausages. It’s better not to see them made.’

Otto Von Bismark

DON’T BE A MEAT-HEAD, SUBMIT:
QUOTES, P.O. Box Q, ND, IN 46556
It was 25 years ago this fall that the first published story by the Observer, a weekly, eight-page campus newspaper, featured a student's column by my former mathematics professor, Peter Peterson. The column had condemned the tradition that underclassman students have of walking up the steps of the Administration Building, and I wrote to the editor about how I didn't come all the way to Indiana to go to a school that used such a tradition. The letter was a good example of high freshman dudgeon and was on onion yellow clipped and posted on a wall for the amusement of my elders. Every so often, over the next four years someone would make the connection and ask me about it. "Are you the flamer who wrote that asinine letter?"

But it was true. I didn't do all that much to attend a school without tradition. Sure, the place annoyed me from time to time. But it was Notre Dame, and, like a lot of Dones, I turned down a four-year good school - in my case, Boston College - for the privilege of not walking up the steps of the Administration Building.

What I found at the college of my choice in 1967 may not be what you'd expect, if you were watching "The Big Chill" and hearing about Freedom Rock.

The hip kind of students the media portrays as typical weren't a majority, even at the hippest universities like Amherst or Madison. At Notre Dame, hip students were barely an identifiable minority 25 years ago.

The school was, then, pretty much what it is today: A modern, liberal arts institution that's also top-flight. There were only gusly in tasseled loafers, glen-plaid slacks and London Fog trenchcoats, while the Saint Mary's girls (and they were always called "girls") were skirt-blouse-sweater combinations or culottes with pony loafer or white tennies. Most of these people had worn those clothes since kindergarten. These were their college uniforms.

The place was consistently conservative. Most schools leave the conservative rules, but Michigan State had a dorm that was at least co-ed by bowers.

At Notre Dame, we could have football Saturdays, and on an of the 150 students usually due to the fire and blood.

Pete Peterson
Guest Columnist

The ascent to cosmopolitan life marks you cannot speak English; the way a person may ignore your colors; the way a person may cavil, or even ignore a distinction. Such a way of life is a large part of the problem for our ignorance by believing in the rapacious mentality itself only in outrageous conduct of this sort. The Observer regrets the error.

Barbara Peterson, 1971, is a business writer with the Press-Republican, a daily newspaper in Plattsburgh, New York.

Racism comes in various colors

**Letter To The Editor:**

I wish to thank Tom Pitstick for his letter defending his hometown and his people from the negative press resulting from the Rodney King verdict.

I agree with Pitstick that it is inherently unfair to condemn an entire community when that community made up mostly of citizens from neighboring areas.

Certainly we should all take to heart his appeal for greater unity and progress between the various cultures that make up America.

However, I must clarify a potential confusion. The denunciation of accusations of racism in his hometown, stated that he has "never seen or heard of anyone dressed in a KKK outfit" and had "never read about a racial beating in the local paper."

While I doubt that he intended to defend the Portuguese race to these types of facts, we would be exposing our ignorance by believing that racism manifests itself only in outrageous conduct of this sort. The Observer regrets the error.

Dear Editor:

The Observer missed its chance to have some Fighting Irish fun. Your little down-in-the-corner box entitled CORRECTION (10.9) stated: "An article regarding Holy Cross College in Friday's Observer should have read: 'Father Sorin travelled from back to when Father Sorin lived in a commune, witnessed the rioting at Holy Cross. The Observer regrets the error."

For those who did not read the article, the hilarious error read: "The bond between Notre Dame and Holy Cross stretches back to when Father Sorin travelled from Ireland with six brothers over 150 years ago."

John Cowan, the writer, unwisely had Father Sorin sailing from the Emerald Isle.

At the stroke of a pen these seven Frenchmen became Friendly Sons of St. Patrick. It is determined to inaugurate the Fighting Irish tradition at DU La.

John Cowan could have been carried-away what with his authentic Irish name. The Cowans are a well-known clan in Dublin and Ulster. Or did John yield to the urge for a bit of Gaelic "dullinnit!"

The error should have been made aware of the gales of merriment that erupted on campus, especially among us of Irish descent.

There was a precious myth aborning that could underpin the lore of Notre Dame: The Fighting Irish. Non-mycilical is the historical fact that a number of young Irish immigines were accepted by Father Sorin and the Brothers, by joining them to his all-French starters.

So unwittingly or not John Cowan gave us all a hearty laugh. And we thank him with our Irish hearts.

For all we know - or don't know - Father Sorin might have been an Irish orphan lad adopted by a caring French family.

Otherwise why did he have the Italian painter, Luigi Gregori, paint the ceiling of the Lady Chapel in the Basilica of the Sacred Heart, holding aloft a larger-than-life, greener-than-green shamrock?

I rest my case with Up with Ireland! Viva le France! Viva John Cowan!

Vincent Ferrer McAloon

Notre Dame Alumnus '34

Columbia Hall
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A quincentennial celebration

*Christopher Columbus Follies* aims to educate about the Columbus legend

By CHRIS HATTY

Accent Writer

In 1492, Christopher Columbus discovered North America. In 1992, people living on that continent wonder just how they should feel about it.

In an attempt to elucidate matters for the Notre Dame and Saint Mary's College communities, the Underground Railway Theater, a national touring group, will be performing "The Christopher Columbus Follies: An Eco-Cabaret." tonight in Washington Hall, according to Julie Bradley of the Center for Social Concerns.

As the title of the production implies, "The Follies" takes a look of center approach to the discovery of America, as well as to the progress of Western civilization in the 500 years since then. This fact aside, the performance isn't designed simply to damn Columbus or America. Bradley said.

"That was not our goal at all," she said, speaking on behalf of the Center for Social Concerns, one of the show's sponsors.

"The production is not a criticism of Columbus," Bradley said. "It is intended to make people aware of issues, especially issues concerning Native Americans and exploitation of the environment. The voyage is just a backdrop, an excuse to look at those things."

The Underground Railway Theater is a troupe from Boston that formed in 1976. Their productions are related to historical and political issues. For instance, during the 1970's, one of their themes was the problem of political refugees. The troupe's themes in the 1980's addressed homelessness and the illegal immigration of women.

In 1992, instead of greeting the 500th anniversary of Columbus' voyage with flag waving and a parade, the troupe designed a thought-provoking show that will also provide plenty of laughter. The Theater works by discussing the issues at hand, and then creating sketches related to them.

They then hire a writer to provide a cohesive script. Bradley said. Cathy Girtz supplied the script and lyrics for the "Follies," and the original music was written by Stephen Cummings and Brian Folkins-Amador.

The show revolves around the question of how Columbus would view the world 500 years after his fateful discovery. While exploring this theme, the performers also explore a variety of theatrical media. Live music, stand up comedy, and puppetry are among the means the Theater uses to get its message across.

In support of the theme of the "Follies," the group will also exhibit photographs during the intermission. On display will be pictures from the infamous battle of Wounded Knee. In addition, the group will display photos of the Trail of Tears. This set of photos will pictorially describe the massive government-enforced migration of Native Americans from the Eastern United States to the West and Southwest.

According to Bradley, the presentation is intended to make the viewer think about the issues involved in Columbus' voyage.

"The show is supposed to make us think whether we should be celebrating the 500th anniversary or learning about the events that have taken place since then," she said.

The troupe does not claim to provide the answers to the problems that it presents, she said. Rather, its members hope that, after seeing the show, the audience can draw its own conclusions.

The sponsors of the show, which include the CSC and student government, hope that "The Christopher Columbus Follies: An Eco-Cabaret" will provoke widespread discussion in the Notre Dame and Saint Mary's community. In fact, several classes will be seeing and discussing the show.

However, the production is not intended to amuse the audience, according to Bradley.

"While awareness is the primary purpose for the "Follies," we do want to emphasize that it will be entertaining," she said. This is the second time the Underground Railway Theater has toured the United States for the "Follies," and if reviews of the first tour are any indication, Bradley is right in her assessment.

"The Christopher Columbus Follies: An Eco-Cabaret" will play tonight at 8:00 PM in Washington Hall. Tickets are available at the LaFortune Information Desk, the Center for Social Concerns, or at the door. The cost is $7 for General Admission, and $5 for students.

The show is sponsored by the CSC and SUB, but by student government, the Multicultural Executive Council, and the Helen Kellogg Institute for International Studies.

---

By PETER BEVACQUA

Film Critic

Bidley Scott's latest film "1492: Conquest of Paradise," depicts Columbus as a man obsessed with a dream to discover the New World.

Columbus, brilliantly portrayed by Gerard Depardieu, must convince the Catholic Church and the Spanish Crown that his enterprise is both possible and lucrative.

The problem, inevitable as it may be, is that every single spectator familiar with the hardships Columbus was forced to endure, knows that his dream could eventually be realized (We feel about ourselves during the film. Wow, I wonder if Columbus found the New World?).

Scott is cognizant of the inherent pitfalls in merely re-creating the historical significance of the explorer's voyages. What saves the film from being a cinematic re-creation of a tale we know all too well is its inspection of Columbus, the man.

The film is visually stunning, the scenery unquestionably authentic. It shows the music inspiring, and the motives of the man undeniably sincere.

"1492" suggests that the man's motives were born between the heroes of exploitation and the love of his family. Perhaps Scott's vision of Christopher Columbus, a figure whose actions are so fervently debated today, is too favorable within the film...and yet, the performance of Depardieu convinces the viewer of the man's genuine intent to locate a new Eden.

The performances of Armand Assante (Sanchez) and Sigourney Weaver (Queen Isabel) are very admirable. Michael Winnicot's portrayal of the amoral antagonist, Mexico, who precipitates the revolt against Columbus in Hispaniola is also quite uncompelling.

There are a few scenes in the film which border on the absurd. Mexico's dramatic "plunge to death" in an act of warped martyrdom is a bit ridiculous—it is hard to separate his jump from that of Susan Sarandon and Geena Davis at the conclusion of Scott's previous hit, "Thelma and Louise."

The role of the native Indian interpreter is well done by Michael Sheen. As the title of the film suggests, he has a command of languages unparalleled to that of Noam Chomsky.

The most powerful part of "1492" is Columbus' forced return to Spain...the ensuing reunion with his family, and his parting conversations with Sanchez, Queen Isabel and his son, Fernando. The last quarter of the film reveals a man betrayed by history, scorned by the contempt of his peers, and aged by the unfulfilled aspirations of his dreams.

"1492" rids Columbus of any of the blame that many have attributed to him throughout the years, and may anger many. However, it is hard to deny that Scott's image of Columbus, whether it is historically and/or biographically correct, is a very captivating man. His portly, bold, and perhaps a little too in love with his own past.

"1492," whether you hate Columbus or love him, is a film well worth seeing.
ATTENTION: For your protection and assistance regarding the investigation of business opportunities and work at home opportunities, please contact thePure Sandia Center, 5000 E. Mission Rd., McAllen, TX 78502 or call the BBB at 210-779-3100 or 1-800-555-4651.

NOTICES

LOST & FOUND

LOST: Black and Gold Crucifix (Baton Rouge). If found please call Jean at 337-282-6554.

NEW FOOD訴CALL FOR FOOD FINDERS please call Jean at 337-282-6554.

BIG REWARD- no questions asked For my 10 year old T-Ball glove. If lost, please call Andrew 283-4507.

***Lost on North Campus*** My roommate has locked me out of the room and I can't find my keys. They're on a leather ring, in 407.

Also, I lost a silver Notre Dame medallion on a silver chain which belonged to my grandmother when she wore it. It's a Cross on 14k gold but it means a lot to me. If you find it, please call me at 210-777-8224.

Lost: Water Supply and Sewage Books for the Fall 85 courses if found, call Matt at 210-777-8224.

HELP! HELP! HELP! I LOST A THIN GOLD, BRACELET MADE IN THE UNITED STATES. It was a present from my boyfriend and one of my most sentimental possessions. If you find it, will you please do the kind thing you've ever done and return it to me? I promise a reward to the person who returns it to me. Thank you kindly.

LOST: COLLEEN CARNegie 239 Wade St 45282.

tell: blue jean jacket with great collar and handkerchief tie. Please call 212-8115

WANTED

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT Fisheries. Earn $5000/month. Free transportation. Room & Board Over 8000 openings. No experience necessary. Male or Female. For employment program contact Frontier Employment Services at 1-206-545-4152 or ask your local Classifieds.


NEED TO GET TO HOUSTON, TEXAS, or anywhere within the way over October Break? We need a reliable individual to drive us west. Must be at least 21 yrs to drive. Cost is to be paid in cash upon reimbursement. Please call Jean, Carrie, or Allison at 4137 AUBURN TAUGHTS?

WANTED: 2 foot, Call, Gals, and 2 Penn St. Gals. If you can help call, ALEC at 337-282-6554.

Arthur Van Nort, Inc. is looking for Branch Manager for summer "96 and winter "97. Needs: Experience, necessary training, complex training, good communication skills, high income potential. 800-775-4745

NEED a ride to OMAHA on 10/16 call TM @ 216-1946 will help pay gas and tolls

Fun female looking to take a ride back to Mon Dec? Call 337-282-6554. Gals and OMAHA. Call 337-282-6554.

NEED One Ticket For Boston College Game Dec 12th 9:30 PM

NEED 5 PSU, or STUDENT A POOL TABLE CALL JACOB 233-8541

FOR SALE

2 foot, Call, Gals, and 2 Penn St. Gals. If you can help call, ALEC at 337-282-6554.

Help! Help! Help! I LOST a great need of Penn State Gals.... If you can help me call, Ann 284-5241 or Allison at 4137 AUBURN TAUGHTS?

WANTED: 2 foot, Call, Gals, and 2 Penn St. Gals. If you can help call, ALEC at 337-282-6554.

Arthur Van Nort, Inc. is looking for Branch Manager for summer "96 and winter "97. Needs: Experience, necessary training, complex training, good communication skills, high income potential. 800-775-4745

NEED a ride to OMAHA on 10/16 call TM @ 216-1946 will help pay gas and tolls

Fun female looking to take a ride back to Mon Dec? Call 337-282-6554. Gals and OMAHA. Call 337-282-6554.

NEED One Ticket For Boston College Game Dec 12th 9:30 PM

NEED 5 PSU, or STUDENT A POOL TABLE CALL JACOB 233-8541

FOR SALE

2 foot, Call, Gals, and 2 Penn St. Gals. If you can help call, ALEC at 337-282-6554.

Help! Help! Help! I LOST a great need of Penn State Gals.... If you can help me call, Ann 284-5241 or Allison at 4137 AUBURN TAUGHTS?
NFL SCHEDULE

Minnesota, Monday's Game
Thursday, Sunday, Oct.
Denver at Washington, 9 p.m.
Green Philadelphia at Washington, 1 p.m.
New England at Buffalo, 1 p.m.
Philadelphia at Washington, 4 p.m.
Buffalo 4 2
NY Jets 1 5
Houston 4 1
Pittsburgh 3 2
Cleveland 2 3
Cincinnati 2 2
Miami 4 2
San Diego 4 1
LA Rams 2 2
San Francisco at San Diego, 6 p.m.
Oakland at Atlanta, 7:30 p.m.
New York Giants at San Francisco, 4:15 p.m.
Atlanta at Tampa Bay, 1 p.m.
San Diego at Cleveland, 1 p.m.
Los Angeles at St. Louis, 1 p.m.
Indianapolis at Miami, 1 p.m.
Denver at Miami, 1 p.m.
Kansas City at Buffalo, 1 p.m.
New England at Buffalo, 1 p.m.
San Francisco at New Orleans, 1 p.m.
Kansas City at New York Giants, 1 p.m.
New England at Denver, 1 p.m.
Chicago at St. Louis, 1 p.m.
New York Jets at Cleveland, 1 p.m.
San Francisco at Los Angeles, 1 p.m.
Chicago at Chicago, 1 p.m.
Pittsburgh at New York, 1 p.m.
Cincinnati at New Orleans, 1 p.m.
New York at Chicago, 1 p.m.
San Francisco at Minnesota, 1 p.m.
Oakland at Carolina, 1 p.m.
New York at San Francisco, 1 p.m.
San Francisco at Los Angeles, 1 p.m.
Green Bay at Dallas, 1 p.m.
New York Jets at New England, 1 p.m.
Dallas at New England, 1 p.m.
Cincinnati at Los Angeles, 1 p.m.
Philadelphia at New York, 1 p.m.
Indianapolis at LA, 1 p.m.
New York at New York Giants, 1 p.m.
Dallas at Kansas City, 1 p.m.
Washington at Miami, 1 p.m.
Chicago at Tampa Bay, 1 p.m.
Los Angeles at Atlanta, 1 p.m.
Cincinnati at Atlanta, 1 p.m.
San Diego at Atlanta, 1 p.m.
Philadelphia at New York, 1 p.m.
San Francisco at St. Louis, 1 p.m.
Chicago at Dallas, 1 p.m.
Denver at Cleveland, 1 p.m.
Indianapolis at Miami, 1 p.m.
New England at New York, 1 p.m.
Green Bay at Philadelphia, 1 p.m.
New England at New England, 1 p.m.
Kansas City at Dallas, 1 p.m.
Philadelphia at New York, 1 p.m.

Fall Break Special
Beat the Clock! Tues-Wed-Thurs 5:00pm-7:30pm
Price of large 1 topping pizza is the time you call!

PAPAJOHNS
Free Delivery 271-1177

You won't find it in the Observer.

Wesley Kirkpatrick
Clinton/Gore Campaign Coordinator
for Notre Dame

TONIGHT•7:30 pm
Call In YOUR Questions On The Air!
239-6400

Public Abrasion
WVFI's Weekly Discussion of Campus Issues and Politics
with Rich Delean & Mike "Whitey" Griffin

PUMP IT UP. Wvfi
Simms might return to Giants in a month

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. (AP) — Phil Simms underwent arthroscopic surgery on his right elbow Monday and the veteran New York Giants' quarterback might be able to return to the team in about a month.

Coach Ray Handley said doctors found no instability in Simms' elbow during the procedure at The Hospital for Special Surgery in New York.

Dr. Russell Warren, the Giants orthopedic surgeon, found a slight sprain of medial collateral ligament in the elbow but he chose not to repair it during the procedure, Handley said.

Warren did remove several large bone chips that had existed before Simms sprained his elbow late in the fourth quarter against the Raiders in Los Angeles on Oct. 4.

There had been concern the injury might end Simms' career, one that was highlighted by an MVP performance in the Giants' Super Bowl victory over Denver in January 1987.

Simms had completed 83 of 137 passes for 912 yards, five touchdowns and three interceptions before being hurt. He dressed for Sunday's game against Phoenix but spent most of his time talking with backup quarterback Dave Brown, just in case the rookie had to go in for Hostetler.

Simms probably will be put on injured reserve and rookie quarterback Kent Graham will probably be activated from that list. The eighth-round draft choice has been sidelined with an elbow injury after the Giants second game.

"I like the things that Graham has done with the offense," Handley said. "I would think it likely that I would pull Graham up."

With Simms out Sunday, Hostetler led the Giants to a 31-21 victory over the Cardinals. He completed 9 of 17 for 142 yards and a touchdown and also ran eight times for 41 yards, including a 16-yard scramble for a TD.

Hostetler did not know Simms' condition after practice.

Change in attitude, Marinovich help Raiders resurgence

EL SEGUNDO, Calif. (AP) — For at least one game, the Los Angeles Raiders were the Giants of old as they dominated the Buffalo Bills. In the process, they might have found their lost season.

However, coach Art Shell wasn't letting his players forget their overall status on Monday, a day after they beat the two-time defending AFC champion Bills, 20-3.

"We're 2-4 and we can't afford to overlook anybody," said Shell, whose team plays next at Seattle (1-5). "We're trying to keep our heads above water. The players know where we are."

Shell stressed the victories over the New York Giants (13-10) and Bills the last two Sundays were a result of work of the players, not any change on the part of the coaches.

"Schemes are good, as I've said before, but players have to make the plays to make the scheme work," he said. "These players played their behinds off, they made plays and made things happen."

Shell had praise for quarterback Todd Marinovich, who threw for two touchdowns and was intercepted once.

"He's a young man and he's going to improve every time out," Shell said. "He had the interception early in the game, which I'm sure he'd like to have back. But he's improving and I look forward to his improvement."

Young quarterbacks

Call it the 'Feed Them to the Wolves' school of thought. Young NFL quarterbacks are learning, or standing next to the rookie holding the clipboard, to try standing up to the pressure from on-rushing in Jeff George, Indianapolis Colts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Comp</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>TD</th>
<th>INT</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>912</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>59.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>45.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Browning Nagle, N.Y. Jets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Comp</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>TD</th>
<th>INT</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>(not in play)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>698</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Todd Marinovich, L.A. Raiders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Comp</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>TD</th>
<th>INT</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>57.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>557</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>54.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS EXPENSIVE, TRY PUTTING YOURSELF THROUGH RETIREMENT.

Think about supporting yourself for twenty-five, thirty years or longer in retirement. It might be the greatest financial test you'll ever face. Fortunately, you have one valuable asset in your favor. Time.

Time to take advantage of tax-deferral. Time for your money to grow.

But starting early is key. Consider this: if you begin saving just $50 a month at age thirty, you can accumulate $192,530* by the time you reach age sixty-five.

Wait ten years and you'd need to set aside $247 a month to reach the same goal.

Start planning your future. Call our Enrollment Hotline 1-800-842-2888.

Principles of sound retirement investing

TIAA-CREF, the leader in retirement services, makes the facts about retirement and retirement planning more accessible and understandable to educators and researchers. We offer a wide range of products, services and plans that can help you achieve your financial goals.

At TIAA-CREF, we not only understand the value of starting early, we can help make it possible—with flexible retirement and tax-deferred annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of investment choices, and a record of personal service that spans 75 years.

Over a million people in education and research are already enrolled in America's largest retirement system. Find out how easy it is to join them. Call today and learn how simple it is to put yourself through retirement when you have time and TIAA-CREF on your side.

*Assuming an interest rate of 7.6% effective, compounded semiannually. The rate is fixed and would not allow you to take advantage of the price and effect of compounding. Lower or higher rates would produce very different results. CRSP returns are produced by CRSP Institutional and Financial Services.
Saint Mary's drops two over weekend — But Belles rank nationally in several statistical categories

BY EILEEN MCGUIRE
Sports Writer

The Saint Mary's volleyball team experienced a bittersweet weekend as they played well in their six matches, but could not come up on top, losing to both Illinois Benedictine and Kalamazoo in the Belles' Triangular match this Saturday.

Illinois Benedictine is currently ranked first regionally. The Belles were ready for this team and therefore produced impressive results, defeating IB 3-1. In the first game of the match 15-9, but went on to lose the next three games 13-15, 12-15, 11-15.

"We were in control of the match until the end, when it counted," explained Coach Julie Schroeder-Biek. "We were point for point until double digits.

Saint Mary's has never beaten Illinois Benedictine in regular season play. In addition, IB has a winning tradition and is easier to control. They took advantage of everything we gave them," stated Schroeder-Biek. "We had crucial errors at crucial times.

"We really trusted one another against IB," explained junior setter Michelle Lorton. "I think we let up and therefore had a tough time getting those five extra points at the end."

Schröder-Biek believes that one of the main problems this season has been the Belles' mental game.

"We're going to watch the game tonight prior to practice," explained Schroeder-Biek. "I believe this will confirm that we are one of the top teams, and that we can play at the national level. IBC really had to work hard to beat us. It was disappointing that we did not win."

Against Kalamazoo, the Belles had a different problem. The Belles beat Kalamazoo earlier in the season, but they did not have the winning attitude that they had against Illinois Benedictine.

"We did not go out as a whole team," stated Schroeder-Biek. "It seemed as though half wanted to win and the other half was mentally there."

"We were very slow," stated Martini. "We were ready for an improved Kalamazoo team, but we were surprised."

In the two matches, senior captain Karen Lorton lead the team in kills with 47. Lorton recently received national recognition among Division III players. She is classified fourth nationally in hitting percentage (.4495) and second nationally in average.

"Karen, being ranked so high in both attack categories says a lot," praised Schroeder-Biek. Because of her stats, I think she should make All-American."

Schröder-Biek notably sent IB scrambling, chipped in 12 kills and 43 digs. In addition, junior Kim Lappin set the team with 51 digs, while junior Leah Lenke contributed 22.5 digs while only playing back row.

"Leah played very well," explained Schroeder-Biek. "At one time she returned five shots right to a row. It was if she was doing a pit drill. I'm proud of her and the team," she concluded.

The Belles rank among the top ten Division III schools in several statistical categories. National recognition was one of the main goals set by the Belles for this season. They are nationally ranked in three categories: second in hitting percentage (.310); third in kills/game (12.12); and fourth in dig/game (22.44).

"As a team, we are capable of playing to the national level," stated Schroeder-Biek. "We've been working on building this program; it shows how far the team has come."

**Stewart leads Oakland back to Toronto**

The win against the Blue Jays was the sort of game Dave Stewart faxed across the city.

"It was the sort of game the Blue Jays are capable of playing any time," said the Blue Jays' manager, Joe Carter.

But the Blue Jays had other plans. They scored four runs in the first inning, six in the second, and nine in the third, making the game look like a blowout.

"We're used to playing against the Blue Jays," said Blue Jays catcher Gary Carter. "They're a tough team, and we're happy to be back on our home turf."

**Information meeting October 13th (Tues.) Center for Social Concerns 6:30-7:00pm**

**What do you want to do with your Christmas money?**

Aspen/Snowmass, CO.
Jan 2 - 10, 1993
Sponsored by ND/SMC students
48 hour immersion into inner-city life
- 1st week in January
- in one of over 47 different cities nationwide
- opportunity to experience conditions of poverty, injustice, and apathy existing in our cities
- chance to survey available programs
- participants receive 1 Theology credit
- program available to all ND/SMC students
- cost $75 to $200

**What is the Urban Plunge???**

**Information meeting: Oct 13th**

**Welcome to Saint Mary's**

BY JAMES AVITZ
Sports Writer

The Saint Mary's women's basketball team continued its winning ways with an 84-51 win over Illinois Benedictine. The Belles have now won six straight games.

The Belles started the game on fire, scoring the first 10 points of the game. They led by as much as 20 points in the first half, but were only ahead by 12 at the break. The Belles outscored the Blue Jays 40-25 in the second half.

"It was a great game," said Saint Mary's head coach, Julie Schroeder-Biek. "We played well on both ends of the court."
Saint Mary’s loses once, ties another
Soccer squad plays tough against talented opposition

By NICOLE MCGRATH
Saint Mary’s Sports Editor

They say the third time’s the charm, but the Saint Mary’s soccer team tied Wooster, 1-1, for the third year in a row, and lost to Denison, 1-0, last weekend in Ohio.

The two teams were the toughest the Belles have come up against all season, according to Coach VanMeter.

“The thing is, we had less of a chance to score because both teams were so good,” said VanMeter.

For instance, Saint Mary’s and Wooster took a total of four shots on goal during the whole game. Both teams’ defenses were consistent in keeping the ball away from the goal box, according to forward Megan Dalsaso.

“We were both very physical and our defense kept us in the game,” said Dalsaso.

Junior Molly O’Connell scored the game’s only first-half goal as the Belles’ defense held the Lady Scots scoreless. But Wooster fired up for the second half as players’ performances, from both teams, evened out.

That even play spilled into overtime times but the game finished tied.

“We wanted to beat them so bad,” said Dalsaso.

Since Wooster had defeated regionally-ranked Kalamazoo while the Belles lost last week to that team, a win over the Lady Scots could have cast them in a favorable post-tournament light.

But the tie, followed by a loss to Denison College, eliminated those chances.

“They are both good players, and they should be of some help to the team. How much they will help I don’t know yet,” said MacLeod.

Despite the glaring inexperience on the Irish roster, MacLeod believes Notre Dame will be ahead of last year’s team when they take the practice floor for the first time on Saturday.

“We will be ahead in the man-to-man and in our offense. The guys know what to expect,” said MacLeod.

“The Irish were one man short card was issued to sophomore Chris Carlson is trying to keep it in perspective.

“It’s no bigger than any other win,” he said. "We went in there expecting to win and we did, but it is definitely a step in the right direction.”

The National Touring Production

THE VIKING IS BACK!
TILLYKKE PÅ FØDESELSDAGEN

FOR JUNIOR NURSING STUDENTS
A NURSING EXPERIENCE AT MAYO FOUNDATION HOSPITALS - ROCHESTER, MN

Here is your opportunity to work at Mayo Medical Center for the summer.

Summer III is a paid, supervised hospital work experience at Saint Marys Hospital and Rochester Methodist Hospital, both part of Mayo Medical Center in Rochester, Minnesota.

You are eligible for Summer III after your junior year of a four year baccalaureate nursing program. It includes experience on medical and surgical nursing units or in operating rooms.

Application Deadline: December 1, 1992.

For more information contact:

Mayo Medical Center
Nursing Recruitment
P.O. Box 6627
Rochester, Minnesota 55903
1-800-247-8590

Mayo Foundation is an affirmative action and equal opportunity employer.

A smoke-free institution.

MAYO FOUNDATION HOSPITALS
ROCHESTER, MINNESOTA

THE FIRST AMENDMENT TO THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION

The First Amendment to the United States Constitution guarantees Americans the right to a free press. Defend it.

Stop Censorship
The Observer wishes you luck and peace during Midterm Week.
MacLeod: Challenge is different this year

By MIKE SCRUDATO
Sports Editor

Last year Notre Dame had key coach John MacLeod to start from scratch, an experienced Irish mix with ingredients left over from the Digger Phelps era.

This year, with the loss of four starters, many would think that a new-year coach would face a similar challenge.

But MacLeod feels that the growth the team underwent last season and the experience it has with his system will help with its quick development.

"We are rebuilding the program," MacLeod said. "We have a lot of young players who are very eager, but have not had a lot of experience."

"I think last year's team improved every month, and I would like to see this team get better as we go along."

"I don't think there's any doubt that we will recall what happened last year. The players know that the hard work and discipline will pay off."

The one holderover in the starting lineup is senior wide receiver Billy Taylor. The senior has had a lot of experience, something that MacLeod believes will make the Irish an "unknown quantity."

The highest grade is to be reported from senior forward Monty Williams, who has not played on the collegiate level for two years. Junior Joe Ross is going to be given a chance to compete at the starting center position.

The projected starting backcourt is sophomore Lamar Justice at the point and junior Brooks Boyer playing in the two-guard spot.

MacLeod, however, said that there is no room to sit on and things could change before the season-opener.

One major change that will be certain at this point is that the Irish bench will see a lot more playing time.

Up front, Jon Ross, Carl Coen, Nathion Gilmore and Malik Russell, who will not see any time at guard this

SPORTS

Volleyball to face Bowling Green

Falcons 15th in Midwest

By DAN PIER
Sports Writer

When Bowling Green State and Notre Dame met in volleyball last year, the Irish won in three straight games. With Bowling Green's top two players gone from that team, there might be a cake walk for Notre Dame in tonight's 7:30 p.m. match at the Joyce Center.

Bowling Green coach Debbie Brown explained, "They have definitely changed their strengths. They were a middle-dominated team, but now they will look to the outside. The things which brought us success against them last year will not work because..."

Leading the transition to the outside game for the Falcons are left side hitters Holli Costein and Angellette Love. Costein leads the team in kills and digs, while Love is second in both categories. Setter Carey Evans is the ball-up for the Falcons' big hitters. Brown wants her players to concentrate on defending the trifecta of seniors.

"They have strong left side hitters, and the setter is experiencing a very good job," Brown said.

The success of Bowling Green will depend on the performance of those three players.

Despite the big changes from last year, that trio has led Bowling Green to another strong performance to end its season. After going 29-5 and capturing the Mid-American Conference title a year ago, the team is ranked 15th in the NCAA Midwestern regional poll. By comparison, Notre Dame is 15-3 and ranked 25th in the national coaches' poll and fourth in the region poll.

Bowling Green can expect its status to improve in today's updated polls, as the Falcons fly into town clutching a ten-game winning streak in their talons. Brown

Irish blockers stop a spike by Florida State. Notre Dame faces Bowling Green tonight at the Lucas Oil Stadium. Since Notre Dame has faced three MAC opponents, the Irish coaches anticipate facing a well-prepared team tonight.

Bowling Green is a much different team since last season and the Irish coaches will have to adjust to a much more formidable competition in this men's soccer aces Evansville, 1-0

Richardson lost for remaining games with broken leg

By JASON KELLY
Sports Writer

When luck isn't on your side, even the best nights can turn sour.

It was the case for the Notre Dame men's soccer team this weekend, as they fell 1-0 to Evansville in their first Midwestern Collegiate Conference loss since 1990.

No key player in the process.

Sunday's Tony Richardson went down with a broken leg that is expected to keep him sidelined for the rest of the season, leaving the Irish with a big hole to fill in the midfield.

"Anytime you lose a player of Tony's caliber, it is a major setback," Irish coach Mike Berticelli said. "It is something the team will have to overcome, but our main concern is that he is able to recover fully and continue his career."

Richardson's injury gives the Irish some personnel questions as they prepare for a fall break trip to face Kentucky and Vanderbilt.

"It's not like football, where you can just put in a second-stringer," Berticelli explained.

"It involves moving players around and maybe trying a different system, so we're going to be working with some different combinations."

Whatever combination they use, Sunday worked to perfection, as they topped a tough Evansville squad. In their last 17 conference games, the Purple Aces are 15-1-1, with one loss and the tie coming at the hands of the Irish.

A game went down to the wire. Tim Oates provided the winning margin for Notre Dame.
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